Flow control is the dominant technique currently used in communication networks for preventing excess tra c from \ ooding" the network, and for handling congestion. In ratebased ow control, transmission rates of sessions are adjusted in an end-to-end manner through a sequence of operations, each preserving the capacity constraint at each individual network link. In this work, we present a theory of max-min fair, rate-based ow control sensitive to priorities of di erent sessions, as a signi cant extension of the classical theory of max-min fair, rate-based ow control to the case of networks with guaranteed quality-ofservice (QoS).
1 Introduction aim at prohibiting the network from overly crediting prioritized applications with reservations of excessive resource amounts on the account of poorly treated applications. Thus, a fundamental challenge of modern networking is the incorporation of both priorities and fairness in a formal, integrated service model for a heterogeneous distributed system encompassing user applications with varying requirements and reservation rights to network resources.
In this work, we take a rst step in this direction by assembling a theory of max-min fair, rate-based ow control sensitive to priorities assigned to distributed applications, as a signi cant extension of the classical theory of max-min fair, rate-based ow control (see, e.g., 2, 7, 20, 21, 22] ) to the setting with priorities. In a nutshell, our theory advocates a new fairness condition we call priority max-min fairness, which accounts for priorities, the study of a class of algorithms, termed priority bottleneck algorithms, that are found to converge to priority maxmin fairness, and the derivation and analysis of speci c such algorithms in the more realistic, optimistic framework recently put forward by Afek et al. 1] and further studied by Fatourou et al. 15 , 16].
Detailed Description
We consider a communication network with a collection of distributed applications, modeled as virtual circuits of in nite duration y and called sessions, running on it. Associated with each session we envision a non-negative real number, called priority, that provides a working abstraction which we use in our work for modeling the session's relative merit to network bandwidth; this merit is substantiated by the rate it subsumes on transmission. However, capacity limitations on individual network links constrain the achievable rates.
We assume a priority function for each session, which maps its priority to a transmission rate. Priority functions may be postulated on the basis of network management policies, tra c levels, or pricing considerations (cf. 12, 25, 32] ). In our setting, priority functions provide a means for expressing the desired level of QoS for each particular application, while the values of priority functions, on abstract arguments that we called priorities, specify the actual level of QoS supplied to them. Naturally, we assume common mathematical properties, such as increasing monotonicity, continuity and convexity, on the priority functions.
The value at zero of each particular priority function determines the lowest possible rate the corresponding session may attain. In order to guarantee adequacy, we assume that each link capacity is no less than the sum of the values at zero of the priority functions of sessions y This assumption is appropriate for applications such as ftp, batch jobs, and Internet navigation tools.
traversing the link. We consider an abstract operation manipulating session rates; by invertibility of the priority functions, this operation may be viewed in an equivalent way as manipulating priorities. Naturally, we assume that the operation respects the capacity constraint for each individual link.
One of the most challenging aspects of modern networking is treating all sessions fairly when it is necessary to turn some of the bursty tra c away from the network. The most widely accepted fairness condition is max-min fairness 1, 2, 7, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21] , which, roughly speaking, requires that it be impossible to in nitesimally increase the rate of any application without decreasing the rate of some other with a smaller rate. However, this condition is inadequate in case di erent applications have acquired varying priorities on the basis of disproportional charging.
Our rst major contribution is the formulation of a \crisp" fairness condition that takes priorities into account in an explicit and formal way. We de ne priority max-min fairness by requiring that it be impossible to in nitesimally increase the rate of any application without decreasing the rate of some other with smaller priority. Thus, according to priority maxmin fairness, the signi cant factor that determines whether or not the rate of an application may further increase is its priority (rather than its rate itself). So, priority max-min fairness allows for a quanti able discrimination against di erent sessions on the basis of their priorities; thus, an intensive and demanding distributed application may invest in purchasing a priority function taking large values for itself, which, in turn, will secure su cient bandwidth for its transmission in a fair manner (in view of its investment). Thus, priority max-min fairness is a fairness condition that explicitly allows for arbitrarily prioritized allocation of bandwidth.
A further cornerstone of our general theory is the notion of the priority share of a link. In order to accomodate this notion, we formulate, for each link, a particular algebraic equation called the priority max-min fairness equation; roughly speaking, this equation expresses the natural requirement that sessions traversing the link are all assigned equal priorities that correspond, via the priority functions, to rates saturating the link. We de ne the priority share of the link as a root of its priority max-min fairness equation. Most importantly, we use the de nition of priority share, mathematical properties of the priority functions, the adequacy assumption, and the fact that operations respect the capacity constraints to carefully prove that priority shares exist uniquely. This uniqueness outlaws any possible ambiguity that may arise while using the priority share for further developing our theory.
In particular, priority bottleneck edges are well de ned owing to the unique existence of priority shares. Roughly speaking, each session traversing a priority bottleneck edge \observes" the smallest priority share, among all edges it traverses, on this edge. We proceed to de ne priority bottleneck algorithms to be those that never nalize the rate of a session unless the priority it attains matches the priority share of some edge it traverses that is priority bottleneck.
These de nitions are demonstrated to be both natural and stable generalizations of the classical de nitions of bottleneck edges and bottleneck algorithms 20, 21, 22] : we prove a collection of interesting combinatorial properties of priority bottleneck algorithms that generalize corresponding properties of bottleneck algorithms in an elegant way. Most signi cantly, we establish the priority \analog" of the relation between bottleneck algorithms and (classical) max-min fairness: we prove that priority bottleneck algorithms may only converge to priority max-min fairness, much in the same way bottleneck algorithms converge to max-min fairness (see 2, Section 6.5] for a textbook discussion).
We nally proceed to apply our general theory to the more realistic, optimistic framework for rate-based ow control that was recently proposed by Afek et al. 1] and further examined by Fatourou et al. 15, 16] . (See 14] for a survey.) In contrast to the so called conservative approach where session rates never decrease during a sequence of adjustments, optimistic algorithms allow rates to intermediately go above their nal rates. This assumption is more realistic since it provides for both increases and decreases of sessions in order to accomodate new entering sessions in a dynamic manner. Moreover, this approach comes \closer" to the proposed ratebased approach of the ATM Forum as the standard for congestion control of ABR services.
We enhance the optimistic framework with a priority update operation, which is a simple abstraction of adjusting, on the basis of priorities, the rates of individual sessions in an end-toend manner. The complexity measure of an algorithm converging to priority max-min fairness, called here convergence complexity 1, 15, 16] , is the number of priority update operations executed in the worst case. We exploit the additional semantics of priority update operations in order to establish further combinatorial properties of priority bottleneck algorithms within the optimistic framework; these properties concern the way in which individual sessions reach their priority max-min fair rates when manipulated by such optimistic algorithms.
Our nal result is the derivation of, and analysis of convergence complexity for, speci c priority bottleneck algorithms in the optimistic framework. One such algorithm is oblivious z and reasonably e cient in terms of convergence complexity; a second algorithm is non-oblivious, hence, less convenient to implement, but it achieves optimal e ciency in terms of convergence complexity. These results provide an elegant generalization of corresponding recent results of Fatourou et al. 15] for the much simpler case of bottleneck algorithms, to the setting with priorities.
z Say that an algorithm is oblivious 15] if it schedules sessions for an update operation without \knowledge" of either network structure or session rates (or priorities).
Road Map
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys and contrasts related work. Our formal de nitions are laid out in Section 3. Section 4 introduces priority max-min fairness and priority share, while Section 5 de nes and studies priority bottleneck algorithms. Fundamental termination properties of priority bottleneck algorithms are shown in Section 6. The class of optimistic, priority bottleneck algorithms is studied in Section 7. We conclude, in Section 8, with a discussion of our results.
Related Work and Comparison
Similar versions of max-min fairness were proposed independently by Hayden 20] 16 ], as a result of implementing in an asynchronous and distributed way corresponding algorithms presented in 15] which were described to work in a sequence of non-overlapping operations. Still, priority issues were left untouched by those works.
Work by Ja e 21, Section X] and by Gafni and Bertsekas 17] (motivated by a voice coder scheme) are the only works known to us that attempt to address priority issues in the context of max-min fair, rate-based ow control. Ja e introduces the notion of throughput priority 21, Section X] to capture preferential treatment of some sessions (users) in a heterogeneous session set. Roughly speaking, the throughput priority of a session is a positive real number that multiplies its rate to yield its desired throughput; this satis es the additional requirement that the ratio of throughputs of sessions interfering in a (saturated) bottleneck link is equal to the ratio of their throughput priorities. Ja e 21, Section X] uses these concepts to provide a reformulation of max-min fairness. (The original formulation of max-min fairness in 21, Section IX] is somehow di erent from the version of max-min fairness in 2, Section 5], although it can be easily shown that one implies the other.)
To the best of our understanding, Ja e's formulation is comparable to the special case in our general framework where rates are linearly related to priorities. Since, however, we allow priority functions to be arbitrary, not necessarily linear, functions relating priorities and rates, our framework provides more exibility in modeling a heterogeneous set of users with arbitrarily speci ed priorities. Ja e shows that a simple modi cation of some speci c, conservative and iterative algorithm that he provides for the case of a homogeneous set of sessions 21, Section V] still satis es his reformulation of max-min fairness. In contrast, our work is far more general in that we study and prove results for any priority bottleneck algorithm (Sections 5 and 6), whether conservative or optimistic. In addition, we also show results for any optimistic, priority bottleneck algorithm, which we use to derive speci c such algorithms.
In a di erent avenue, Gafni and Bertsekas 17] formulate elegant, combinatorial optimization conditions, involving abstract functions of both rates and capacities, which are intended to model the e ect of preferences among di erent sessions on allocating the capacity of each individual link. Gafni and Bertsekas provide a single iterative algorithm, which is conservative and works in synchronous rounds, for calculating rates that satisfy these conditions. In contrast, we explicitly introduce priorities as functions of rates (and vice versa) in a more direct and intuitive way; we formulate a fairness condition suitable for any general setting with priorities, and we develop a coherent theory around this condition. In addition, as we already pointed out, a major part of our work concerns the entire class of priority bottleneck algorithms, and their further study and instantiation in the optimistic framework 1, 15, 16].
Model
Our de nitions closely follow and adapt corresponding ones in 15, Section 3]. However, some increase in generality and abstraction over 15, Section 3] allows for some particular simpli cations.
Network, Sessions and Rate Vectors
A communication network is a directed graph G = (V; E). Each vertex v 2 V represents a switching node, and each edge e 2 E represents a point-to-point link in the network. Associated with each edge e 2 E is a nite capacity cap(e) > 0.
The network supports a xed set of sessions with virtual circuit routing. Formally, a session is a sequence of edges, which is a simple path in G between a source and a destination; a session models a virtual circuit of the network. We consider a set S = fS 1 ; : : :; S n g of n sessions laid out on G, where n 1. For each edge e 2 E, denote sessions(e) the set of sessions passing through e; for any set of sessions S 0 S, denote S 0 j e = S 0 \ sessions(e). In our discussion, we will often abuse notation by identifying a session S i with its index i. Even more so, we will sometimes treat a session S i as the set of its links; so, for any edge e traversed by S i , we will write e 2 S i . Example 3.1 Figure 1 depicts a simple network with four sessions S 1 ; S 2 ; S 3 and S 4 , and two edges, e 1 and e 2 with cap(e 1 ) = 126 and cap(e 2 ) = 100, respectively. Notice that both sessions S 1 and S 2 traverse only edge e 1 and no other edge; session S 4 traverses only edge e 2 , while session S 3 traverses both edges. 2
Allocated to each session S is a rate r(S), which is a non-negative real number. A rate vector is a vector r = hr(S 1 ); r(S 2 ); : : :; r(S n )i (T) . we will also say that r saturates e in this case.
A rate vector is maximal if it is feasible and it is not possible to increase the rate of any vector, while still maintaining feasibility, without decreasing the rate of some other session.
Active Sessions and Active Edges
The communication network is abstracted as a (possibly in nite) state machine. Each state Q of the network consists of two components: a feasible rate vector r 2 < n , and an active set A S, which is a set of active sessions in state Q; that is, Q = hr; Ai. We will sometimes use Q as an index and write r Q and A Q , in order to declare the state of reference. Intuitively, an active session is one that has not yet reached its \ nal" rate. Denote D Q = S nA Q ; that is, D Q is the set of done sessions in state Q, which are sessions whose rates have been nalized and will not change any further (cf. Section 3.5). The status of a session in state Q is de ned to be either active or done in the natural way.
In the initial state Q in = hr in ; A in i, r in is a vector whose entries are all equal to 0, and A in = S; that is, all sessions are initially active and have zero rates. A state Q is nal if A Q = ;; that is, in a nal state, all sessions have reached their nal rates. 
Executions
We model a computation \manipulating" the rates and status of sessions laid out on the network as a sequence of operations, each of which changes the rates of a scheduled session We continue with an informal explanation of execution. Condition (1) asserts that the starting state in execution is the initial state Q in , and that no session termination takes place in the initial state. Condition (2) guarantees that the session indices in are determined according to Sched. Condition (3) speci es how the rates and status of sessions change from a state to the next. If the scheduled session is done, then nothing happens; otherwise, the new rates are determined by operation (condition (3/a), while condition (3/b) provides for any possible termination of sessions in the subsequent state according to Term. For any integer l 1, we will say that session i l is scheduled in front of state Q l in execution .
We continue to state an immediate consequence of the de nitions of allotted capacity and execution.
k In all of our discussion, a \terminated" session is meant to be one whose rate is nalized. Claim 3.1 For any integer l 1 and edge e 2 E,
We nally show a similar simple fact that will be helpful in our later proofs. Q to be the state immediately preceding Q in execution . (This notation will sometimes allow us to drop using the index of state Q in , while still being able to refer to its successor state.)
Since neither rates or status of sessions may change from any (reachable) state Q in execution such that D Q = S on, whenever in the sequel we consider a nal state Q in execution , we will be implicitly assuming in our later proofs that Q is the earliest nal state that is reachable in .
Convergence Complexity
Intuitively, an operation is \executed" in execution each time it holds, for any integer l 1, that r Q l 6 = r Q l?1 ; that is, an operation is executed each time changes in rates of sessions occur.
We are naturally interested in the shortest possible pre x (if any) of an execution that ends with a nal state. Thus, we de ne the number of operations in execution to be the number of integers l 1 such that both r Q l 6 = r Q l?1 and none of Q 0 ; : : :; Q l?1 is a nal state.
The convergence complexity of Alg on network G with session set S is de ned to be the maximum, over all executions of Alg on network G with session set S, of the number of update operations in any execution. The convergence complexity of Alg is de ned to be the maximum, over all pairs of a network G and a session set S laid out on G, of the convergence complexity of Alg on network G with session set S.
Priority Max-Min Fairness and Priority Share
In this section, we introduce priorities and priority functions; in turn, we use them to de ne and study priority max-min fairness and priority share.
Priorities and Priority Functions
Associated with each session S i is a real number P(S i ), called priority; intuitively, P(S i ) represents the priority to bandwidth access o ered to session S i . For each session S i , the priority function F i : < + ! < + is a continuous, strictly increasing, and convex function that maps the priority P(S i ) to a rate r(S i ). Since F i is strictly increasing, it is invertible; denote F ?1 i its inverse function, which is also strictly increasing. Clearly, a rate adjustment implies a corresponding priority adjustment and vice versa, by way of the priority function and its inverse. Thus, an execution may equivalently be viewed as \manipulating" the priorities and status of sessions laid out on the network.
By de nition of execution, this implies that Si l is active in state Ql?1.
Clearly, rates are \real" network entities; in contrast, however, priorities are but abstract parameters that are invoked in our framework and serve only as vehicles for the determination of rates via the priority functions. Thus, prioritized rate allocation materializes by appropriately selecting the priority functions and using them to determine the rates.
Priority Max-Min Fair Rate Vector
Loosely speaking, a priority max-min fair rate vector assigns to each session the maximum possible rate, while respecting at the same time sessions with lower priorities; thus, a priority max-min fair rate vector generalizes the (classical) max-min fair rate vector (see 2, Section 6.4.2] for a textbook discussion) by taking priorities into consideration. Formally, a priority max-min fair rate vector is a maximal rate vector r such that for each session S i , r(S i ) cannot be increased, while still maintaining feasibility, without decreasing r(S j ) for some session S j such that P(S j ) P(S i ). 
The Adequacy Assumption
Assume now that for any session S i , F i (0) > 0; that is, even a session with zero priority receives some non-zero rate. Since F i is a strictly increasing function, this implies that r(S i ) = F i (P(S i )) F i (0) > 0 in any state; that is, a non-zero lower bound F i (0), called rate demand, is imposed on the rate of session S i .
An adequate edge is an edge e such that X i2sessions(e)
that is, the capacity of edge e su ces to accomodate rate demands of all sessions traversing e.
Naturally, the adequacy assumption insists that every edge e 2 E is adequate. We remark that the priority share generalizes the notion of the fair share 1, Section 2.1] to the setting with priorities. Indeed, the point of departure of both is the saturation equation
Priority Max-Min Fairness Equation
for edge e in state Q, namely that X i2A Q je r Q (S i ) = cap(e) ? allot Q (e) :
Insisting that for each session i 2 A Q j e, r Q (S i ) = r, for any parameter r > 0, allows the saturation equation to admit (trivially) the priority share FS Q (e) = cap(e) ? allot Q (e) jA Q j ej as its unique root in this case. In a similar manner, the priority share is a root of the saturation equation after it is expressed, via the priority functions, in terms of some priority p that is common for all active sessions traversing the edge. We establish that, in fact, the priority share exists uniquely as well.
Uniqueness
We show: 
Hence, by de nition of priority share, it su ces to show that the last inequality holds.
There are two cases to consider. Assume rst that Q = Q 0 ; then,
and cap(e)?allot Q (e) = cap(e), so that the inequality to show is but the adequacy assumption.
Assume now that Q = Q l , for some l > 0. Clearly, 
(by the capacity constraint) = X i2A Q l je
(since F i is strictly increasing) ; as needed.
Further Properties
We continue to establish further properties of the priority share. These properties refer to an execution = Q 0 ; i 1 ; Q 1 ; : : :; i l ; Q l ; : : : of any algorithm; we shall omit reference to when such is clear from context. The rst property describes the evolution of priority shares in the execution. Lemma We continue to prove that the saturation of an edge depends in a critical way on how priorities and priority shares of sessions traversing the edge compare to each other. The proof uses the de nition of priority share and the fact that both priority functions and their inverses are strictly increasing. Lemma 4.3 For any integer l 0 0, assume that edge e is active in state Q l 0 . Then, for each integer l l 0 , the following hold:
(1) if for each i 2 A Q l 0 j e, P Q l (S i ) = PS Q l 0 (e), then e is saturated in Q l ; (2) if for each i 2 A Q l 0 j e, P Q l (S i ) < PS Q l 0 (e), then e is not saturated in Q l ; (3) there exists no index j 2 A Q l 0 j e such that P Q l (S j ) > PS Q l 0 (e), while for each i 2 A Q l 0 j e, i 6 = j, P Q l (S i ) PS Q l 0 (e). De ne MPSE Q , to be the set of minimum priority share edges for Q.
Priority Bottleneck Algorithms
In this section, we use priority share to de ne and study priority bottleneck edges and priority bottleneck algorithms. We discover that priority bottleneck algorithms allow priority shares. priority bottleneck edges, and minimum priority share edges to enjoy some additional properties.
Priority Bottleneck Edges and Priority Bottleneck Algorithms Priority Bottleneck Edges
For any state Q, a priority bottleneck edge for Q is an edge e 2 E such that for each session S 2 A Q j e,
that is, for each active session traversing e, e is the one, among all edges traversed by the session, that attains the minimum priority share of the session in state Q. We remark that a priority bottleneck edge generalizes a bottleneck edge 21] to the setting with priorities.
Example 5.1 Consider again the simple network depicted in Figure 1 . Assume that r(S 1 ) = F 1 (P(S 1 )) = P(S 1 ), r(S 2 ) = F 2 (P(S 2 )) = P(S 2 )=2, r(S 3 ) = F 3 (P(S 3 )) = 3 P(S 3 ), and r(S 4 ) = F 4 (P(S 4 )) = P(S 4 )=3. Consider a state Q such that allot Q (e 1 ) = allot Q (e 2 ) = 0, while all sessions are active in state Q. We continue to show that the priority shares of any two priority bottleneck edges shared by any single session are equal.
Lemma 5.1 Let e and e 0 be priority bottleneck edges for state Q such that (A Q j e) \ (A Q j e 0 ) 6 = ;. Then, PS Q (e) = PS Q (e 0 ).
Proof: Take any session S 2 (A Q j e) \ (A Q j e 0 ). Since e and e 0 are priority bottleneck edges for state Q, both MPS Q (S) = PS Q (e) and MPS Q (S) = PS Q (e 0 ) hold. It follows that PS Q (e) = PS Q (e 0 ), as needed.
The next simple claim is a direct consequence of the de nition of a priority bottleneck edge and a minimum priority share edge. 20, 21, 22 ] to the setting with priorities.
Increasing Monotonicity of Priority Share
We show that the priority share of an edge may not decrease, as long as there are still active sessions traversing the edge, while a priority bottleneck algorithm is \running". Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that PS Q l (e) < PS Q l?1 (e). Since for each session i 2 n], F i is a strictly increasing function, this implies that for each i 2 n], F i (PS Q l (e)) < F i (PS Q l?1 (e)), so that Since Alg is priority bottleneck, there exists, for each index i 2 (A Q l?1 n A Q l ) j e, a priority bottleneck edge e 0 2 S i such that P Q l?1 (S i ) = PS Q l?1 (e 0 ). Since e 0 is a priority bottleneck edge, and e 2 S i , it follows by de nition of priority bottleneck edge that PS Q l?1 (e 0 ) PS Q l?1 (e). Hence, P Q l?1 (S i ) PS Q l?1 (e). Since F i is a strictly increasing function, this implies that F i (P Q l?1 (S i )) F i (PS Q l?1 (e)), or, by de nition of priority functions r Q l?1 (S i ) F i (PS Q l?1 (e)). It follows that 
Stability Properties of Priority Bottleneck Edges
We prove natural stability properties for any edge that becomes priority bottleneck in the course of an execution of a priority bottleneck algorithm. Formally, we show: Proposition 5.4 Assume that Alg is a priority bottleneck algorithm. For any integer l 0 0, x any edge e 2 E that is a priority bottleneck edge for Q l 0 . Then, for any integer l l 0 such that A Q l j e 6 = ;, the following hold:
(1) PS Q l (e) = PS Q l 0 (e); (2) e is a priority bottleneck edge for Q l ; (3) for any session i 2 (A Q l 0 n A Q l+1 ) j e, P Q l (S i ) = PS Q l 0 (e).
Roughly speaking, Proposition 5.4 establishes that no change in the priority share of a priority bottleneck edge may occur as long as it remains active, so that the edge remains priority bottleneck; moreover, the nal priority of any active session traversing the edge is equal to this constant priority share. The proof follows.
Proof: By induction on l. For the basis case where l = l 0 , (1) holds trivially, (2) holds by assumption, and (3) holds by de nition of a priority bottleneck algorithm. Assume inductively that for some integer l > l 0 , the following hold for any integer l 0 such that l 0 < l 0 l:
(1) PS Q l 0 ?1 (e) = PS Q l 0 (e); (2) e is a priority bottleneck edge for Q l 0 ?1 ; (3) for any session i 2 (A Q l 0 n A Q l 0 ) j e, P Q l 0 ?1 (S i ) = PS Q l 0 (e).
For the induction step, we show that:
We start by proving (1). This will follow immediately from a technical claim we rst show.
Lemma 5.5 For each session i 2 A Q l j e, F i (PS Q l (e)) = F i (PS Q l 0 (e)) :
Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists some session i 0 2 A Q l j e such that F i 0 (PS Q l (e)) 6 = F i 0 (PS Q l 0 (e)) :
Since e 2 AE Q l , Proposition 5.3 implies that PS Q l (e) PS Q l 0 (e). Since F i 0 is a strictly increasing function, this implies that F i 0 (PS Q l (e)) F i 0 (PS Q l 0 (e)). Since F i 0 (PS Q l (e)) 6 = F i 0 (PS Q l 0 (e)), it follows that F i 0 (PS Q l (e)) > F i 0 (PS Q l 0 (e)). Take any session i 2 A Q l j e. Since F ?1 i is strictly increasing, it is a bijection, so that Lemma 5.5 implies that PS Q l (e) = PS Q l 0 (e), as needed. The proof of (1) is now complete.
We continue to show (2). Take any session index i 2 A Q l j e. Clearly, i 2 A Q l 0 j e. Since e is a priority bottleneck edge for Q l 0 , it follows that PS Q l 0 (e) = min e 0 2S i PS Q l 0 (e 0 ) :
Consider now any edge e 0 2 S i . Since S i 2 A Q l j e, it follows that e 0 is active in state Q l . Since i was chosen arbitrarily, this implies that e is a priority bottleneck edge for Q l . The proof of (2) is now complete.
We nally show (3). Take any session index i 2 (A Q l 0 n A Q l+1 ) j e. Since i 6 2 A Q l+1 , there exists some integer l 0 , l 0 < l 0 l, such that i becomes done in state Q l 0. Since Term is priority bottleneck, there exists some edge e 0 2 S i such that (i) e 0 is a priority bottleneck edge for Q l 0, and (ii) P Q l 0 (S i ) = PS Q l 0 (e 0 ).
Either l 0 < l 0 < l or l 0 = l; thus, it follows either by induction hypothesis (condition (2)) or by (2) that e is a priority bottleneck edge for Q l 0 in either case. Since both e and e 0 are priority bottleneck edges for state Q l 0 and S i 2 (A Q l 0 j e) \ (A Q l 0 j e 0 ), Lemma 5.1 implies that PS Q l 0 (e) = PS Q l 0 (e 0 ). Since P Q l 0 (S i ) = PS Q l 0 (e 0 ), this implies that P Q l 0 (S i ) = PS Q l 0 (e) :
Since i 2 Term(Q l 0) and l l 0 , P Q l 0 (S i ) = P Q l (S i ) :
Either l 0 < l 0 < l or l 0 = l; thus, it follows either by induction hypothesis (condition (1)) or by
Hence, it follows that P Q l (S i ) = PS Q l 0 (e) ;
which completes the proof of (3).
Stability Property of Minimum Priority Share Edges
In this section, we show a simple stability property for any edge that becomes a minimum priority share edge in the course of an execution of a priority bottleneck algorithm. Roughly speaking, we establish that the edge remains a minimum priority share edge. 
Termination Properties of Priority Bottleneck Algorithms
In this section, we prove termination properties of priority bottleneck algorithms. Section 6.1 establishes the existence of maximum priority saturated edges upon termination of a priority bottleneck algorithm. In Section 6.2, we characterize the output rate vector of a priority bottleneck algorithm upon its termination.
Maximum Priority Saturated Edges
De ne a maximum priority saturated edge for session S in state Q to be an edge e 2 S such that:
(1) for each session i 2 sessions(e), P Q (S) P Q (S i ); (2) e is saturated in Q.
Example 6.1 We refer again to the simple network in Figure 1 , and we retain all assumptions on priority functions for this network that were made in Example 5.1. Consider any state Q with rate vector r Q = h28; 14; 84; 10i (T) . We will demonstrate the existence of a maximum priority saturated edge for session S 3 in state Q. Since session S 3 traverses edges e 1 and e 2 only, e 1 and e 2 are the only candidates for being a maximum priority saturated edge for session S 3 in state Q.
We rst consider edge e 2 . Clearly, P
i2sessions(e 2 ) r Q (S i ) = r Q (S 3 ) + r Q (S 4 ) = 84 + 10 = 94, while cap(e 2 ) = 100. It follows that edge e 2 is not saturated in state Q and, therefore, that e 2 is not a maximum priority saturated edge for session S 3 in state Q.
We now turn to consider edge e 1 . Clearly, P and P Q (S 2 ) = F ?1 2 (r Q (S 2 )) = 2 r Q (S 2 ) = 2 14 = 28; thus, both P Q (S 3 ) P Q (S 1 ), and P Q (S 3 ) P Q (S 2 ). It follows that edge e 1 is a maximum priority saturated edge for session S 3 in state Q.
We encourage the reader to verify that edge e 1 is also a maximum priority saturated edge for both sessions S 1 and S 2 in state Q, and that there is no maximum priority saturated edge for session S 4 in state Q. 2
We remark that our de nition of maximum priority saturated edge for a session generalizes the de nition due to Hayden 20] (see also 18, Section 3]) of a bottleneck edge for a session to the setting with priorities. We prove: Theorem 6.1 (Hayden's analog) Assume that Alg is a priority bottleneck algorithm. Then, for any reachable nal state Q of Alg, there exists, for each session S, a maximum priority saturated edge for S in state Q.
Proof: Consider a nal state Q in execution of Alg, and take any sesion S. Since Q is nal, S 2 D Q . Thus, there exists some state Q l 0 in execution , Q 0 ?! Q l 0 ?! Q such that S 2 Term(hG; Si; Q l 0 ); that is, session S becomes done in Q l 0 , so that S 2 A Q l 0 n A Q l 0 +1 . Since Alg is a priority bottleneck algorithm, there exists an edge e 2 E, where S traverses e, such that (i) e is a priority bottleneck edge for Q l 0 , and (ii) P Q l 0 (S) = PS Q l 0 (e). We will show that e satis es conditions (1) and (2) in the de nition of a maximum priority saturated edge for session S in state Q. We start by showing (1). Lemma 6.2 Fix any session i 2 sessions(e). Then, P Q (S) P Q (S i ).
Proof: There are two cases to consider. Denote Q l the latest state in such that A Q l j e 6 = ;; that is, Q l is the latest state in such that e remains active in Q l . Clearly, since Q is a nal state with A Q = ;, Q l ?! Q.
Clearly, both S 2 (A Q l 0 n A Q l+1 ) j e and i 2 (A Q l 0 n A Q l+1 ) j e. Hence, Proposition 5.4(3) implies that P Q l (S) = PS Q l 0 (e) and P Q l (S i ) = PS Q l 0 (e), so that P Q l (S) = P Q l (S i ). Since i 2 Term(hG; Si; Q l 0) and Q l 0 ?! Q, P Q (S i ) = P Q l 0 (S i ) :
It follows that
Since S 2 Term(hG; Si; Q l 0 ) and Q l 0 ?! Q, P Q (S) = P Q l 0 (S) :
Since P Q l 0 (S) = PS Q l 0 (e), it follows that P Q (S i ) P Q (S) ;
as needed.
We continue to show (2 We remark that Proposition 6.1 generalizes a corresponding result of Hayden 20] shown for classical max-min fairness to the setting with priorities. (See also 18, Section 3] for a discussion of this result.)
Output of Priority Bottleneck Algorithms
We now show that the output rate vector of any priority bottleneck algorithm is a priority max-min fair rate vector. Theorem 6.4 (Output of priority bottleneck algorithms) Assume that Alg is a priority bottleneck algorithm. Then, for any reachable nal state Q of Alg, r Q is a priority max-min fair rate vector.
Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that r Q is not a priority max-min fair rate vector.
By de nition of the priority max-min fair rate vector, there exists some session S i such that increasing r Q (S i ), while still maintaining feasibility, is possible without decreasing r Q (S j ) for any session S j such that P Q (S j ) P Q (S i ).
Hence, consider an increase to r Q (S i ). We will derive a contradiction by showing that a decrease to r Q (S j ), for some session S j such that P Q (S j ) P Q (S i ), is necessary. By Theorem 6.1, there exists a maximum priority saturated edge e for S i in state Q. Since e is saturated in Q, while an increase to r Q (S i ) is possible, there must be at least one other than S i session S j traversing e, whose rate must decrease in order to maintain the capacity constraint for e. Moreover, since e is a maximum priority shared edge for S i in state Q and S j traverses e, P Q (S j ) P Q (S i ). This completes the contradiction.
We remark that Theorem 6.4 provides a generalization to the setting with priorities of a classical result of Hayden 20] that bottleneck algorithms converge to max-min fair rate vectors (see 2, Section 6.4.5] for a textbook discussion).
The Optimistic Case
In this section, we focus on the optimistic case. In Section 7.1, we introduce the priority update operation upon which optimistic algorithms are built. Additional combinatorial properties of minimum priority share edges are shown in Section 7.2 for the case of optimistic, priority bottleneck algorithms. In turn, these properties are used to show termination properties of optimistic, priority bottleneck algorithms in Section 7.3. Speci c such algorithms are designed in Section 7.4 to exploit these termination properties.
The Priority Update Operation
Our presentation is heavily in uenced by the one in 15, Sections 2.2 & 3.5]. Throughout this section, for any vector r, denote krk 1 = P l 1 r l .
We will introduce the priority update operation, which is a generalization of the update operation (see 1, Section 2.1] or 15, Section 3.5]). Roughly speaking, the priority update operation determines an increase to the priority of a scheduled session; the increase is such that the scheduled session becomes the session with the maximum priority on some particular link of the network.
We start with an abstract mathematical function.
The Priority Update Function 
) + ). Whenever hr 0 ; i = pupdate(hr; i; ci), call r 0 a priority reform for hr; i; ci that corresponds to priority reform increase (cf. 15, Section 3.5] or 1, Appendix A, De nition A.1]). Intuitively, a priority reform \saturates" c (condition (1)) by increasing entry r i to its image, under the priority function F i , of an increase by to its corresponding priority (condition (2)); moreover, entries whose priorities do not exceed the priority of the increased entry are not a ected (condition (3)), while the reform preserves \fairness" in a sense since, in addition, there can be left no entries with priorities larger than the priority of the increased entry (condition (4)).
(We refer the reader to 16] for a formal proof that pupdate is indeed a function.)
We remark that the de nition of the priority update function explicitly uses the priority functions F i , 1 i n. The update function update 15, Section 2.2] is easily seen to be the special case of the priority update function where all priority functions are equal to the identity function.
Priority Increases
For any session S i , the priority increase for S i in state Q imposed by edge e 2 S i (cf. 1, Section 2.1]), denoted Q (i; e), is either 0 if S i is not active in state Q, or equal to the priority reform increase for hr A Q j e; i; cap(e) ? allot Q (e)i; that is, Q (i; e) is the real number > 0 such that hr 0 ; i = pupdate(hr A Q j e; i; cap(e) ? allot Q (e)i) ; for some rate vector r 0 . (Note that, by de nition of priority update function, r 0 is \compatible" with r A Q j e; so, it contains only entries that correspond to sessions active in state Q that traverse edge e.) In more detail, Q (i; e) is the unique possible increase to the priority of session S i in state Q that \saturates" edge e, while it possibly decreases down to the increased rate of S i the rates of other active sessions passing through e whose priorities exceed that of the increased rate, but it does not a ect the active sessions traversing e whose priorities are smaller than the increased priority of S i , neither, of course, the done sessions traversing e, or any other session in the network that does not cross edge e. Intuitively, Q (i; e) is the maximum amount by which r Q (S i ) can be increased in a \fair" manner if edge e were the only edge \constraining" S i .
The priority increase for S i in state Q (cf. 1, Section 2.1]), denoted Q (i), is either 0 if S i is not active in state Q, or the minimum, over all edges e 2 S i , of the priority increase for S i in state Q imposed by edge e; that is,
thus, assuming S i is active in state Q, Q (i) is the minimum among all possible priority increases to the rate of S i that are imposed by the edges it traverses. Since the rate of S i can be increased by a certain amount only if it can be increased by this amount, while still maintaining feasibility, on every edge it traverses, it follows that Q (i)
is the maximum possible increase to the rate of S i in state Q that maintains feasibility. We remark that Q (i) can be computed from information that is \local" to session S i (cf. 22,
Section IV]).
The Priority Update Operation
Roughly speaking, a priority update operation de nes a \procedure" to compute new rates for a set a sessions, on the basis of their old rates and their priority functions. In more detail, a priority update operation is a set of speci c instantiations of the update function, which refer to some particular session index i and state Q, followed by a corresponding computation of new rates for some sessions. In such update operation, each edge e traversed by S i is associated with a particular instantiation of the update function. In the instantiation of the update function associated with edge e, Q (i; e) is computed by hr 0 ; Q (i; e)i = pupdate(hr A Q j e; i; cap(e) ? allot Q (e)i) :
Finally, new rates for session S i and for active sessions that \interfere" with S i are computed, using Q (i), as shown below, where we use assignment notation to denote the new rates. Notice that each instantiation of the priority update function computes an increase Q (i; e) that \saturates" edge e (according to the de nition of the priority update function). However, an increase of Q (i) for any edge e traversed by S i is, by de nition of Q (i), no more (and possibly less) than the increase Q (i; e) that would \saturate" it (according to the de nition of the priority update function). It follows that the nal rates computed by the priority update operation \saturate" only the edge(s) \realizing" Q (i), and no other edges. Example 7.1 Consider our example network depicted in Figure 1 once more. We still retain all assumptions on priority functions for this network that we made in Example 5.1.
Consider the initial state Q 0 and assume that S 1 is the session to be scheduled rst. Since priorities of all sessions are initially 0, the rate of session S 1 , and thus its priority, may be increased to a value that saturates edge e 1 , which is the only edge traversed by it. The reader can easily verify that Q 0 (1; e 1 ) = 126, so that Q 0 (1) = Q 0 (1; e 1 ) = 126. Thus, P Q 0 (S 1 ) = P Q 0 (S 1 )+ Q 0 (1) = 0+126 = 126, which implies that r Q 1 (S 1 ) = F 1 (P Q 1 (S 1 )) = P Q 1 (S 1 ) = 126.
Since rates of all other sessions are initially 0, (2) implies that they will remain zero in state Q 1 . Note also that the rate assignment in state Q 1 saturates edge e 1 .
Assume now that session S 2 is scheduled next. Recall that session S 2 traverses edge e 1 , which is saturated in state Q 1 . Hence, any increase to the priority of session S 2 imposed by edge e 1 necessarily causes the priority of session S 1 to fall o to a value equal to that of S 2 , while edge e 1 still remains saturated. We ask the reader to verify that the priority increase Q 1 (2; e 1 ) = 84 satis es both of these constraints. Since session S 2 does not traverse any edge other than e 1 , it follows that Q 1 (1) = 84, so that P Q 2 (S 1 ) = 84. Moreover, r Q 2 (S 2 ) = F 2 (P Q 2 (S 2 )) = P Q 2 (S 2 )=2 = 84=2 = 42, while r Q 2 (S 1 ) = F 1 (P Q 1 (S 1 )) = P Q 1 (S 1 ) = 84.
Clearly, r Q 2 (S 1 ) + r Q 2 (S 2 ) + r Q 2 (S 3 ) = 84 + 42 + 0 = 126. Since cap(e 1 ) = 126, it follows that edge e 1 remains saturated in state Q 2 .
Assume nally that session S 3 is scheduled next. We ask the reader to verify that the priority increase for S 3 in state Q 2 imposed by edge e 1 is Q 2 (3; e 1 ) = 28, and that the priority increase for S 3 in state Q 2 imposed by edge e 2 is Q 2 (3; e 2 ) = 100=3 > 28. Thus, Q 2 (3) = 28, which implies that P Q 3 (S 3 ) = 28, while priorities of sessions S 1 and S 2 are also decreased to 28 in state Q 3 . Thus, r Q 3 (S 1 ) = F 1 (P Q 3 (S 1 )) = P Q 3 (S 1 ) = 28, r Q 3 (S 2 ) = F 2 (P Q 3 (S 2 )) = P Q 3 (S 2 )=2 = 28=2 = 14, and r Q 3 (S 3 ) = F 3 (P Q 3 (S 3 )) = P Q 3 (S 3 ) = 84. Thus, r Q 3 (S 1 ) + r Q 3 (S 2 ) + r Q 3 (S 3 ) = 28 + 14 + 84 = 126. Since cap(e 1 ) = 126, it follows that edge e 1 remains saturated in state Q 3 .
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In the sequel, we will abuse notation by using pupdate, the notation for priority update function, to denote a priority update operation as well.
For an optimistic algorithm, assume that operation = pupdate; that is, an optimistic algorithm uses the (optimistic) priority update operation to adjust session rates and priorities. Since the priority update operation preserves the capacity constraint, Proposition 4.1 immediately implies that priority shares exist uniquely in an execution of an optimistic algorithm.
Properties of Minimum Priority Share Edges
In this section, we show that optimistic, priority bottleneck algorithms allow minimum priority share edges to enjoy additional combinatorial properties.
Safety Property
We start with some kind of a \safety" property for any edge that becomes a minimum priority share edge in the course of an execution of an optimistic, priority bottleneck algorithm. Proposition 7.1 Assume that Alg is an optimistic, priority bottleneck algorithm. For any integer l 0 0, x any edge e 2 MPSE Q l 0 . Consider any session S i 2 A Q l 0 j e such that P Q l 0 (S i ) PS Q l 0 (e). Then, for any integer l l 0 , P Q l (S i )
PS Q l 0 (e) :
Proposition 7.1 considers any (active) session traversing a minimum priority share edge; roughly speaking, it establishes that no decrease of its priority below this particular minimum priority share is possible if, in the rst place, its priority is no less than the minimum priority share. The proof follows.
Proof: By induction on l. For the basis case where l = l 0 , the claim holds by assumption.
Assume inductively that for some integer l > l 0 , P Q l?1 (S i ) PS Q l 0 (e). For the induction step, we show that P Q l (S i ) PS Q l 0 (e).
Assume rst that P Q l (S i ) P Q l?1 (S i ); that is, no decrease to the priority of session S i occurs going from state Q l?1 to state Q l . By induction hypothesis, this implies that P Q l (S i ) PS Q l 0 (e), as needed.
Assume now that P Q l (S i ) < P Q l?1 (S i ); that is, the priority, of session S i decreases going from state Q l?1 to state Q l . By de nition of priority update operation, session S i must intersect session S i l , the one scheduled in front of state Q l .
Let e 0 be an edge such that Q l?1 (i l ) = Q l?1 (i l ; e 0 ); roughly speaking, the edge e 0 \realizes" the least, among all edges traversed by session S i l , of all maximum priority reform increases for session S i l in state Q l?1 . We prove:
Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that P Q l (i l ) < PS Q l (e 0 ).
By de nition of priority update operation, e 0 is saturated in Q l .
By de nition of priority update operation, for any session index k 2 A Q l j e 0 , P Q l (i l ) P Q l (k); thus, PS Q l (e 0 ) > P Q l (k). Hence, Lemma 4.3 (2) implies that e 0 is not saturated in Q l .
A contradiction.
By de nition of priority update operation P Q l (S i ) = P Q l (i l ); thus, Lemma 7.2 implies that P Q l (S i ) PS Q l (e 0 ). By Proposition 5.3, PS Q l (e 0 ) PS Q l 0 (e 0 ), which implies that P Q l (S i ) PS Q l 0 (e 0 ). Since e 2 MPSE Q l 0 , PS Q l 0 (e 0 ) PS Q l 0 (e). It follows that P Q l (S i ) PS Q l 0 (e), as needed.
We remark that Proposition 7.1 provides a generalization of 15, Proposition 4.3] to the setting with priorities.
Liveness Property
We continue with a \liveness" property for any edge that becomes a minimum priority share edge in the course of an execution of a priority bottleneck algorithm. Roughly speaking, we consider any session traversing a minimum priority share edge; we establish that no decrease to its priority below this particular minimum priority share is eventually possible, once all sessions traversing this minimum priority share edge have been scheduled for an increase at least once. The proof follows.
Proof: We start with an informal outline of our proof. We consider the point of the execution following state Q l 0 where S i is scheduled; clearly, that point comes no later than when all sessions have been scheduled at least once. We establish that at this point, the priority of S i is no less than the priority share of edge e in state Q l 0 . We also argue that e remains a minimum priority share edge beyond state Q l 0 ; this allows us to exploit the safety property of minimum priority share edges that was established in Proposition 7.1 in order to argue that the priority of S i will subsequently remain no less than the priority share of e in state Q l 0 . We now present the details of the formal proof.
Since e 2 MPSE Q l 0 , Lemma 5.2 implies that e is a priority bottleneck edge for state Q l 0 . Since S i 2 A Q l 0 j e, it follows by de nition of b l 0 j e that there exists a least index l 0 , l 0 < l 0 b l 0 j e, such that S i is scheduled in front of state Q l 0. Since S i is active in state Q l 0 , it follows by de nition of execution that S i is active in Q l 0. Since S i traverses edge e, it follows that e is active in state Q l 0. By Proposition 5.4(1), PS Q l 0 (e) = PS Q l 0 (e), while by Proposition 5.4(2), e is a priority bottleneck edge for Q l 0. We continue to prove: Lemma 7.4 P Q l 0 (S i ) PS Q l 0 (e).
Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that P Q l 0 (S i ) < PS Q l 0 (e). Let e 0 be an edge such that Q l 0 (S i ) = Q l 0 (S i ; e 0 ); roughly speaking, the edge e 0 \realizes" the least, among all edges traversed by S, of all maximum priority reform increases for session S i in state Q l 0. By de nition of priority update operation, e 0 is saturated in state Q l 0 .
Since e is a priority bottleneck edge for Q l 0, and S traverses both e and e 0 , PS Q l 0 (e) PS Q l 0 (e 0 ). Since PS Q l 0 (e) = PS Q l 0 (e), this implies that PS Q l 0 (e) PS Q l 0 (e 0 ). Since P Q l 0 (S i ) < PS Q l 0 (e), it follows that P Q l 0 (S i ) < PS Q l 0 (e 0 ). By de nition of priority update operation, for any session index k 2 A Q l 0 j e, P Q l 0 (S k ) P Q l 0 (S i ), so that P Q l 0 (S k ) < FS Q l 0 (e 0 ). It follows by Take now any integer l b l 0 j e. Clearly, l l 0 . Since e is a minimum priority share edge for Q l 0 , Proposition 5.6 implies that e is a minimum priority share edge for Q l 0 as well.
Moreover, by Lemma 7.4, P Q l 0 (S i ) PS Q l 0 (e). Since PS Q l 0 (e) = PS Q l 0 (e), this implies that P Q l 0 (S i ) PS Q l 0 (e). It follows by Proposition 7.1 (taking l 0 for l 0 ) that P Q l (S i ) PS Q l 0 (e), as needed.
We remark that Proposition 7.3 provides a generalization of 15, Proposition 4.5] to the setting with priorities.
Termination Properties of Optimistic, Priority Bottleneck Algorithms
We proceed to establish fundamental termination properties of optimistic, priority bottleneck algorithms.
Termination of Sessions Through a Minimum Priority Share Edge
The rst property considers active sessions that traverse a minimum priority share edge; we show that after each such session has been scheduled at least once, all of these sessions must have become done. Proof: We start with an informal outline of our proof. We consider any session that remains active in state Q l 0 , and we argue that after all sessions have been scheduled at least once, the session will receive a rate such that its priority equals to the priority share of e in Q l 0 . We will appeal to the fact that e is a priority bottleneck edge for Q l 0 in order to argue that e remains priority bottleneck subsequently, and that its priority share does not change. Since Alg is a priority bottleneck algorithm, these will be su cient to deduce that the session has reached its nal rate. We now present the details of the formal proof. This completes the proof.
We proceed by case analysis. Since e 2 MPSE Q l 0 , Lemma 5.2 implies that e is a priority bottleneck edge for Q l 0 . Since S i 2 A Q l and S i traverses edge e, it follows that A Q l j e 6 = ;. Hence, Proposition 5.4 (1) implies that PS Q l (e) = PS Q l 0 (e) ; while Proposition 5.4 (2) implies that e is a priority bottleneck edge for Q l . By Lemma 7.6, P Q b l 0 je (S i ) = PS Q l 0 je (e) :
It follows that P Q l (S i ) = PS Q l (e) :
In total, e is a priority bottleneck edge for state Q l , traversed by session S i for which P Q l (S i ) = PS Q l (e). Since Alg is a priority bottleneck algorithm, it follows that S i 2 D?! 
Termination of at Least One Session
Our nal termination property is a direct consequence of Theorem 7.5. Roughly speaking, we establish that scheduling any sequence of sessions that includes all that are currently active results in nalizing the rate of at least one active session. We remark that the algorithm Permutation generalizes the algorithm RoundRobin 15, Section 7.1] to the setting with priorities.
A Non-Oblivious Algorithm Theorem 7.5 motivates a non-oblivious algorithm, called PLinear, to compute the priority maxmin rate vector.
Roughly speaking, the scheduler of PLinear maintains an edge of minimum priority share that is currently active, and schedules all active sessions traversing it in any arbitrary order. Once it nishes with all of them, it chooses some other (currently active) edge of minimum priority share, and so on. Moreover, PLinear is priority bottleneck.
Consider any state Q l 0 such that e 2 MPSE Q l 0 . By de nition of the scheduler of PLinear, each session traversing e is scheduled exactly once, so that the state Q b l 0 je is reached; by Theorem 7.5, each such session is done in state Q b l 0 je . By de nition of the scheduler of PLinear, it follows that all sessions eventually become done, and the network enters a nal state. Hence, Theorem 6.4 implies that PLinear computes the priority max-min fair rate vector.
Clearly, the total number of priority update operations incurred by PLinear is exactly n in every execution, which is optimal. Thus, we have: Theorem 7.9 PLinear computes the priority max-min fair rate vector within exactly n priority update operations.
We remark that the algorithm PLinear is an adaptation of the algorithm Linear 15, Section 7.3] to the setting with priorities; PLinear works with minimum priority share edges, while Linear works with minimum fair share edges.
Discussion
We have laid out a theory of max-min fair, rate-based ow control sensitive to priorities of distributed applications, as a signi cant extension of the classical theory of max-min fair, ratebased ow control 2, 3, 18, 20, 21, 22, 31] to the case of networks with guaranteed QoS. Our theory yields an elegant scheme for general prioritized allocation of bandwidth to con icting distributed applications; this scheme encompasses issues of modeling priorities via priority functions, de ning fairness with respect to these priorities, and e ciently computing rates that conform to the de ned fairness. As a by-product, our scheme provides a novel method for pricing distributed applications by assigning monetary prices to priority functions and allowing the applications to purchase transmission rate by selecting the priority function of their like.
We feel that our work takes a signi cant step towards developing an algorithmic framework for currently major trends in network algorithmics, such as ow control and routing, that explicitly takes QoS issues into account. (See also 28, 30] for recent theoretical works that address QoS issues in the context of networking problems.) As the need for guaranteed QoS becomes more widely recognized, algorithmic frameworks that capture and formalize QoS requirements, and corresponding algorithms that reach these requirements both fairly and e ciently, become more indispensable. Such frameworks and algorithms (and their evaluation) may relate issues concerning data network architectures, speci cation and engineering of requirements, and combinatorial optimization. We hope that our work contributes toward a more solid ground for this interaction.
